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National Shooter Jasmine Ser has been a prominent feature of the Singapore
shooting scene ever since she won the 2006 Doha Asian Games Team
Silver at the age of 16. She continued to grow from strength to strength,
winning numerous medals, including multiple gold in the South East Asian
Games and Commonwealth Games.
It has been almost a decade since Jasmine took up the sport at the age
of 13. Over the past decade, her passion for shooting has translated into
more hours of trainings and inspired her to constantly challenge herself to
reach for new heights.
Her training schedule was jam-packed - she had to leave for training at
Safra Yishun immediately after her classes at NUS and on her free days
she trained for 8 hours a day. She is one who does not rest on her laurels
and has stayed focus in the pursuit of her dream, juggling well between her
rigorous training and her studies.
The stellar performance of Jasmine includes, winning double gold and
double silver medals in Shooting and setting two new Games records, in
the 10-metre Air Rifle (Singles) event and the 50-metre Rifle 3 Positions
(Pairs) event at the Commonwealth Games in Delhi, India, in 2010. She
was also a gold medallist at the Southeast Asian Games in 2007 and 2009.
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For her outstanding achievements, the NUS Sportswoman of the Year 2010
was also crowned Singapore Sportswoman of the Year in 2011, topping
the honours list at the Singapore Sports Awards ceremony that recognizes
extraordinary efforts and achievements by Singaporean athletes. In 2012,
she was awarded the NUS President Sports Award, the highest honour
given to student athletes for their outstanding achievements and dedication
to sports.
Upon graduation last year, she was awarded the Sports Excellence
Scholarship which allowed her to train full-time to further enhance her
skills. At the recent Glasgow Commonwealth Games, the NUS graduate
put on a tenacious fight against Scottish home favourite, surviving a thrilling
shoot-out at the finals to claim Singapore’s fourth gold at the Games in the
women’s 50m rifle three positions event.
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